


 
Idea: 
 
The idea is to build a pavilion with the same materials that a chicken coop is 
built, and fill it inside with red balloons to leave a minimum space for 
people to walk it. 
 
In this way we want to transmit (replay) the sensation (emotion) of lack of 
space in which animals live in industrial chains.  
 
Red balloons represent the fragility of life on these farms and at the same 
time the sense of yearning for freedom when you release them. 
 
The visitor can walk inside the pavilion with the same feeling of lack of 
space that these animals live. 
  
Materials: 
  
We will use the materials of a farm such as the wood slats (for the structure) 
and  chicken coop (to cover the space between them). 
 
The balloons will put into the structure and inflate with helium to convey the 
emotion of freedom better. 
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some draws of the project: 
	  



project plans: 

The pavilion will be built in the 
middle of the courtyard and will 
have an entrance and an exit for 
visitors to cross. 
	  



The visitor will cross the installation through a tour  
of its interior. 

We propose the courtyard of the HÔTEL DE GRIFFY 
(26 RUE DE L'AIGUILLERIE).  
	  

Place: 



BIO: 
 
We are a collective formed in 2011 by artists and architects that promotes 
participatory processes related to art, architecture and design, which aim at 
reuse in its broadest meaning; From the slightest action to the smallest 
detail. 
 
From ARRE (Art, Architecture and Reuse), we seek to intervene the space 
through the minimum transformation (trying to make our footprint go 
unnoticed), always using materials that are already in place and trying to 
respect the environment by highlighting its ecological value and aesthetic. 
The disused spaces of architecture and the need to be observed and reused 
become our main generator of activity. 
 
We use part of the materials found in these places for the design of our 
furniture and spaces with the intention that our activity generates the 
minimum environmental impact. 
 
CURRICULUM: 
·2011: – Street Art Mobil Station”.Taller con Todo por la Praxis,Matadero, 
Madrid, Spain. 
·2012: – “Meridian 0º”. WorKshop´s Construction of a Earhship with 
Anarchistische Bergfrunde Isarwinkel Alicante, Spain. 
– “Greenvia.Transferencia de la innovación social al espacio 
público”, workshop Matadero, Madrid, Spain. 
– “Performance Architecture”. Honorable Mention Concurso de arquitectura, 
comisario Pedro Gadanho, Guimaraes European Capital of culture 2012, 
Portugal. 
-“Disechos: del diseño al hecho” Taller de mobiliario con materiales 
reciclados para un comedor social. Valencia, Spain. 
	  



-.2013: – “I´d rather become extinct like the dinosaurs then live in a theme 
park”. Escenografía para Performance, Berlin, Germany. 
-“Rehogar. V “ Lámpara Tubo, Jardín Botánico, Valencia, Spain. 
-“Taller de Hibridaciones en el Botánico.” Colaboración con La Bag y Cota 
-2.85,Valencia. 
– “Ciutat Vella Oberta”. Taller  DIY+ Intervención 
Urbana,Valencia, Spain. 
-“Diorama, Markt and workshop” Berlin, Germany. 
·2014: 
-“Mercado de Motores, Interiorismo emergente” , colaboración con 
Cota-2.85, Madrid, Spain. 
– “Rehogar VI” Butaca Somier , Valencia, Spain. 
-“Intramurs” intervenciones urbanas, Valencia, Spain. 
2015: 
-“Antepasados” Centro Negra AADK, Residencia, Intervención, Exposición, Blanca, 
Murcia, Spain. 
– “Iberencontros” Olhares do Futuro, Castelo Branco, Portugal. 
-“Rehogar VII” , Bio-Built, Barcelona, Spain. 
-Intramurs, Acción ruta turística, Valencia,Spain. 
2016: 
-“Visualizar’16: Ciudades abiertas, Open cities”, Medialab Prado, Madrid, Spain. 
-“Intramurs 2016” Torublemakers, acción en plaza de aparcamiento, 
Valencia,Spain. 
-“pedaleando el espacio tiempo”, acción/taller  Civic Fest Factory, Valencia, 
Spain. 
	  



Other works performed: 
  
1. This is not a spot 
 "Performance Architecture" is an international contest of ideas for the 
selection of proposals for five temporary urban interventions in the field of 
Guimaraes 2012 European Capital of Culture. The competition was intended to 
develop architectural and urban strategies by architects, artists and 
designers in the urban context. 
 Our selected proposal is titled "This is not a spot" and proposes the reuse 
of a billboard as a participatory element of outdoor activities. 
	  	  
	  



2. Residence / Intervention ADKK Spain 
  
During our residence in Centro Negra we made two interventions under the 
title of the project "Ancestors". 
  
Reproduction of the Muslim castle floor with tiles recovered from a 
demolition. 
	  




